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volumes of  liquid from which the test precipitates are obtained are as follows : —
TABLE  XLVill.
1   to      :<) millions.                                  100
f> to    120       .,                                           ~>00
'20  to    f>0         ,,                                      1,001)
50 to  100        ,,                                    3,HOO
If more gold is present than one part per million, the colour of the precipitate is too intense for accurate measurement, hi comparing the colours of liquids, Veley's tintometer is iienerallv useful.
Vanino and Seemann l recommend the. reduction uf ,uold chloride }>v hydrogen peroxide in the presence of caustic ><>da or potash. The reaction is complete in a few minutes in the cold. In dilute solutions, the hydrogen peroxide is destroyed hv heating the solution, and livtlrochlorie acid is added to agglomerate the precipitate. A solution containing "> parts of jjold in a million idves a slight red colour with a bluish shimmer.
Est-wt(t(i<nt- of (loll! in Ci/fttu'tle AW////W. The amount of <*oM in the solution is often determined bv evuporatinj.1 a known hulk to drvness in lead basins, or in porcelain basins with the addition of litharge mixed with the liquid before evaporation is commenced. The determination is Finished by reducing the lead bv fusion in a crucible with charcoal, and cupelling the lead button. This method i< said by A. M'A. .Johnston'" to be the most accurate one. lie »iv«»s 2o ,A.T. of solution as a convenient amount, and adds to it in grammes of a mix!tire of lifharjc, charcoal and .silica. Care is taken to avoid spit!inn, and the heal is reduced touards tin* end of the operation, or the dried residue mav cake on the dislu when it is necessary to moisten it with dilute nitric acid. The dry re>idue is fused with "><} grammes of a mixture of loo parts litharge, V2fi part* sand and .'> parts charcoal.
Another method, ijiveii by .Johnston.a is to fake f»S! c-,c. (iio A.T.) of solution, boil, add .'JO c.c. of saturate<l lead acetate .--.dhttion and M grammes of xinc shavings, and a,uain boil for half an hour: add 25 c.c. of hydrochloric acid and keep hot until the y.inc is dissulvcil. The Mponuv lead is washed, pressiMl into a ball, drierl and cupelled. Uuld can also b<* dctenisined us follows-: Add an excess of a solution of silver nitrate, filter, reduce the precipitate with xinc and hydrochloric arid : filter, drv, cupel and part the. button.
At St. John del Hey Mine/1 .solutions oi siher in xniium cvanide and of sodium plumbite are. added, the silver and t/old are precipitated bv xinr, and the filtered precipitate is calcined gently in a. pot and fitted with red. lead, ilotir and iluxcs. The* lead button i.s citpeller! and the l»cad parted. The results are said to be accurate.
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